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Title: Bitmap2Material 3 Professional Upgrade
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Photo Editing
Developer:
Allegorithmic
Publisher:
Allegorithmic
Release Date: 30 Sep, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8

Processor: X86 with SSE2

Memory: 2 MB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space
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bitmap2material 3 professional upgrade

It is a great game, only problem with it is that there is barely a community left. Help save the game and buy this game and so I
have someone to play with :P. The music does a decent job of evoking the feudal Japan vibe, even if a couple tracks feel a bit
more modern just using the instruments. The BGS include crickets, water trickling in a garden, and a slow temple chant. The
sound effects are mostly sword and metal clangs, with the "clicks" adding a bit more of the flavor.. I was kind of worried buying
an Axyos Games knowing their history of not fully developing games. However, I have been wanting exactly this type of game
for VR. So I went ahead and took a chance.

So is this game worth $9.99 currently as is? No. Not even close. Is it worth $7.49? Nope. Do I recommend this game? Only for
those who are willing to take a chance on a questionable dev because you really want this game improved. I am not requesting a
refund, but I am very pessimistic about this game being improved. And it does need improvement.

So what's wrong with the game? It's very poorly optimized. I had to change the settings to the lowest resolution, with lowest anti-
aliasing, with lowest shadows and it still was stuttering along. In case you're curious, I have an i7, 16gb ram, 1060 GTX, all
drivers updated. There's very few VR games where I have had this noticeable a problem. It takes enjoyment away from the
game.

The game is also still very bare bones. It is Early Access so I expect that. It's basically an endless runner \/ waveshooter on a
motorcycle where you're supposed to blow stuff up before you get blown up. However, it doesn't get that feeling right. Have you
played THIRST VR? That game is miles better than this currently. In this game, you have a weak handgun that runs out of
bullets quickly. Even with a laser pointer, it seems you can't really do headshots through the windshields to get instant kils. You
also have a grenade on the other hand, but it has a long timer.

Speaking of which, the steering is just way off. I played on the Oculus Rift with Touch Controllers. You use the joystick to
steer, but I had to change controller sensitivity to low so that a slight push on the joystick wouldn't send my bike careening off to
the edges.  My biggest gripe with the game is that you don't control the bike handlebars with your motion controllers to navigate,
thus losing immersion. You don't need your left hand for grenades, you could just as easily reach across or press a button to
change your handgun in your right hand to a grenade. We want the feeling of having control over the bike with our hands, not
our joystick, UGH! *end rant*

The UI is also very messy. I couldn't figure out how to change the track. I saw there were two available. One is a desert and the
other an urban area. I could never get out of the desert no matter what I tried in the menu.

I did have some fun moments in the game. I think this can be a very good game with more polish and more updates. However, I
can't recommend this game as is. And I can't even give the benefit of the doubt given dev history.

Rating 4\/10 Only buy if you are okay with above problems. I will gladly change my recommendation if game is improved and
updated. Dev, please allow for control of bike through motion controller grabbing on to handle bars!. havent played this game,
only afk. I used to play this game for hours at a time back when I was 8 all the way until I was 13 (I lost the CD before I
upgraded my computer). Seeing this game back up and running after 11 years made me really happy, and after playing this
game again after so long it made me feel like a kid again which is something I have missed for a very long time. Love this
game!!. Not really a maze, but a fun halloween game for the VIVE! This makes me excited for Christmas :D. A pug, a penguin,
and a cat
Went a jumping, fancy that
In desert, fields, and the snow
That's really all you need to know

It's sold at a decent price
And the game is rather nice
You'll always want to top your score
Which will keep you playing more. best mech game for vr ?. The story is interesting and I love the art style!
Recommended when you just want to chill and kill time. If you love soccer do yourself a favor and pick this one up. Fun, simple
and a developer who is working with the community to add and improve to make it even more fun. 5 stars. :-)
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cool little software. it is what it is. just don't expect miracles.

note to developer : pls have an option to hide this software from 'now playing' feature. It shows as in game on steam whenever i
run this. this is just wrong imo.. So far I've only completed the Asa & Yoru route, but I must say the translations are honestly
fine.
Not that I cared too much about some mistakes, since well, I just love the story.
Anyway, since IMHHW was my first VN it's fantastic to see the fandisc get a translation as well, so yeah well done MoeNovel!

. This game is awesome! i really liked it a lot! it has the d&d feelings, the story is good, you can play with your friends and chat
in real time for strategize your moves! thats awesme! and how to attack, what abilieties to use! its a lot of fun! as a boardgamer i
really enjoy this game! if you like boardgames like d&d you will like this game! totally reccomeded! hopefully the will improve
and make another one even better!. Amazing games
combat is very fun
need player
the game dead unfortunately. A small cheap game with an in game achivement sistem.
I played for about an our and really enjoyed it!
Would recomend for a grait value for money of a cute game.. A wonderful addon for any DM or player. It includes new class
options for each of the classes, as well as a treasure trove of Forgotten Realms lore and information.. I liked it. Please don't
make me build the fort over and over. In fact an autobuild would work for folks who want to spend more time in action. All in
all this was fun.. Best game I ever played and still original.
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